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Master Lock® carry straps take the strain out of moving house

With peak house moving season just around the corner, the aches and pains of carrying big boxes
and awkward furniture looms large. Well no more, thanks to Master Lock®’s innovative carry straps
that make light work of heavy lifting.
Providing a comfortable grip and better leverage, the straps protect against injury caused by hauling
heavy and unstable items. The smart straps easily adjust to fit virtually every object, while soft-foam
rubber polymer handles stop them from cutting into your hands.
Apart from being an essential aide when moving house, the straps will take the strain when faced with
other real life challenges, such as transporting parcels from the office to home, or carrying bottles and
boxes back from the supermarket - especially if you want to avoid the 5p plastic bag tax.

Available in three different sizes, the expertly designed straps are also backed by over 100 years of
Master Lock® history and heritage in safety and security solutions meaning it’s a name you can trust
to get the job done.

The carry strap range
3123EURDAT 2.5m x 25mm: Perfect for use with small packages
and items of furniture, this single strap supports up to 40kg.

3124EURDAT 2.5m x 25mm cross strap: A simple solution with two
crossed straps and a single integrated handle, this is ideal for
awkward, smaller items, weighing up to 40kg, which need to be kept
stable.
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3126EURDAT 2.5m & 5.5m x 25mm cross strap: For heavy and
bulky objects, a cross strap with two integrated handles for double
handed or multi-person use. Perfect for the easy movement of
mattresses or large furniture. Supporting up to 80kg these straps
are more than strong enough to carry larger items of furniture.

All Master Lock® carry straps are available now from leading retailers.

About Master Lock®
Recognised around the world as the authentic, enduring name in padlocks and security products;
Master Lock® keeps developing innovative and high quality products. Leader in security solutions for
sports, home, school, work and travel solutions, Master Lock® has recently launched a full range of
storage security and safes solutions. Master Lock® padlocks are covered under a limited lifetime
warranty. Find out more information on www.masterlock.eu.

Connect with Master Lock via Facebook, Twitter or YouTube

For more information, please contact Master Lock:
Master Lock Europe S.A.S
131, avenue Charles de Gaulle
92200 Neuilly Sur Seine
France
E : marketing@master-lock.fr
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